Mohawk Hair Instructions
1 - You will part bangs back (middle of eyebrows and back) BANGS MUST
BE DRY AND STICK STRAIGHT Rat each section going back and then
hairspray underneath after ratting. The front poof should stand very tall and
will fall as you comb it back so that no rat is shown on the top or sides.
Bobby pin the poof/bang bump.

2 - You will part the top section first (an inch above the ear and around to
the other side) You need the hair soaking wet otherwise it will be harder to
part straight lines and you will start to get
fly-aways (which you can see in this picture). As you part each section pull
it into a tight ponytail and make sure sides are 100% slicked as tight as
possible to their head with lots of gel and hairspray
Be sure to hairspray all baby hairs at the bottom of their neck.

3 - One you have 3 parted sections in ponytails you will take each pony tail
and loop it around a small curling iron/round handle of a brush with no grip
on it... In this picture I used an X-Large Sharpie! :o) Anything works! Start
from the bottom of the hair and start curling it up tight against their head
and start bobby pinning it. Pull the object out and add numerous more
bobby pins to ensure it doesn’t fall out while dancing. Each pony tail has 4
sections. (Curl going up, Curl going down, Curl going to the right side and
Curl going to the left side).
IF PONYTAIL HAIR IS NOT SOAKING WET IT WILL MAKE DOING THESE
CURLS WITHOUT THEM FALLING OUT VERY DIFFICULT!

4 - Finish doing the same thing to all 3 pony tails. Add extra bobby pins
everywhere that is needed and hairspray the entire hair like crazy making
sure there are no fly-aways!
***We do not want to see any of the bobby pins... so if there are hairs on
the side of the head, they must be hairsprayed and gelled, not
bobbypinned! ***

And yes.. for all those wondering.. This is from 10 years ago when Sawyer was your
little girls age! Craziness!

